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About This Content

"A special mission that gives you a weapon useful in the early part of the main game. Additionally, if you complete it, you will
also get Edy from the original Valkyria Chronicles as a playable character!

This mission can be played after unlocking the Headquarters in Chapter 2 of the main story. To access this mission, go to Book
Mode > Menu > Extra Stories."
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One of my most played games of all time. It was a pleasure to return there after all those years. The presentation is a bit rough
nowadays but its still fun to drive. The mod scene was outstanding at its prime, I do not follow it that closely nowadays.

5/5. Music sounds good. Don't know why this isn't easier to find, ie. on the DLC list for the engine.
. Best game ever! played rct3 and this blew me away. graphics and soundtrack are good but cmon the gameplay sucks and feels
really slow. Fun seated VR game to play with gamepad on the couch!

Performance is great and the game runs smooth but u have to like the overall colorful look i guess.
Controlls are intuitive just be aware that this game might could cause pretty strong motionsickness if you are new th VR.

The game has a good replayability with random generated campaigns in different difficulties - great for a lazy sunday.

Price however i think is too high - even for a polished game like this, i recommend to buy it on sale.
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I'm in love it!. I really like the game... That has to be said up front.

While that is the case, the game itself has infinite possibilities and re-play. The beauty of this game is that the creators made a
solid set of mechanics for really fun game play. Then, they built a 'BUILD YOUR OWN STORY' editor into the game. This
gives you the player the ability to craft your own additional campaigns, or turn off the entirety of the main game content, and
play a campaign that was solely created by\/for you. It's great!. (review changed)
Now this game makes fun.
Whats new?

+Training area, you can test every weapon(Grenades too) or do a fight simulation(thats cool)
+New Weapons(Sniperifle,MG,dual pistols etc.)
+is really funny to fight against aliens but very important aliens => 1hit and you die but is possible to survive(you have a
trainings area to testing it)
+no back teleporting

- no back teleporting but you move back if you in front of a table and this automatic, but this make me uncomfortable(and
headache :\/ ) and is difficult to grab objects from a table lol.

[Important]:But I wish a Melee weapon like a sword or what ever, because if you have no ammunation or weapon overhead you
can switch to your sword and and dont die so fast.
aiming with the Sniper-rifle is very difficult but I hope this changed in the future.
And the Ailiens runs to fast maybe a difficult option (ingame) is better for a newbie :)

Very Important this game is ALPHA and for a Alpha is this really good.. this game sucks. waste of money. should be returned
for waste of tiome.. I agree with the review of the current top rated comment. If anything, he understated the game's problems.
If you want 100% achievements, not only do you have to play the world's worst minigame for a very long time, you have to do it
flawlessly. If you die once, you have to start again. It's quite easy to die. They should have stuck with jigsaws.. Maybe the best
puzzle game on STEAM.. Had me wishing for DLCs.. NC VN.But its to short I WANT MORE!!!!!! make another one if you
can i will buy it i want to see their activities in the college
and maybe get some romance going. Mixes call of duty, swat 4 and ghost recon, in a bad way.. A game that can be bought for
2,99€.
I didn´t expected a Hype but the Gameplay is actually good and makes fun.
The controls are needed to get you used to them!
The Mission´s are Guided but the Guiding itself is horrible!
I did lost of my Bomber i need to kill use i needed to get off the fighter´s so i lose them and Guiding System told me where to
fly, but no Bomber appeared that direction...so i didnt found them in 3:30 min left i had.
If you leave the Guiding System from your impression its a really good Yet very short game.

Here is now a small list how i would give points for the game in each categorie:

Gameplay: 8/10 (Cool and risky)

Graphics: 7/10 (i wish it had better)

Support: ?/10 (Never had Support to leave this one out of my impression and Rating for the game)

Price: 9/10 (3€ seems oke for that content, but the game is really short)

Story: 7/10 (good but very short)

Sound: 7/10 (Good effects but can be annoying a bit)

Performance: 10/10 (very stable, no problems on high end maschine!)
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FAZIT: 8/10 (good yet short game!)
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